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The way to Cancún: thorny
 Ambiguity of whether Parties could build on the main
elements of the Copenhagen Accord
 Parallel negotiations in two tracks (Long-Term Cooperative
Action track and Kyoto Protocol track)
 This situation led to continued uncertainty over the future of




the Kyoto Protocol,
the international carbon market, and
more broadly, the multilateral process.

While this led to low expectations of tangible outcomes from
COP16/CMP6, a failure to produce substantive results would
have risked further loss of confidence in the UNFCCC process
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Cancún: Successes…
 Cancún has put the UNFCCC negotiations back on track.




The essential elements of the Copenhagen Accord have been
brought back into the UNFCCC framework.
Notably, the 2°C goal has been enshrined under the UNFCCC.

 Reassurance of carbon markets.




Little progress on deciding the future of the Kyoto Protocol, but
its flexible mechanisms (at least CDM) could continue even in the
absence of a second commitment period.
New market-based mechanisms are being considered.

 Signs of trust.


The Mexican presidency was praised for excellent diplomacy and
negotiation skills, which helped to build trust between parties
and achieve consensus.

 Progress for UN procedures?


The treatment of the Bolivian objection may redefine
‘consensus’ in international negotiations and help overcome
some future stalemates.
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Cancún:…and disappointments
 No decision on legal form going forward.


Mitigation targets (of developed and developing countries) and
financial support were formally taken note off but remain
unbinding and often unspecified.

 Lots of work ahead.




Although decisions on many issues were agreed upon, the
wording is often very vague.
Cancún thus marks the start of a very busy and challenging year
to set up institutions and modalities related to REDD+, financing,
adaptation, MRV, technology and CDM reform.

 Crunch issues still on the table.


Crunch issues including the legal form of the future climate
agreement and the fate of the Kyoto Protocol are still up for
debate.
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Cancún: a cautious assessment
 Cancún restores trust in the top-down approach.


Important because of characteristics of climate change issue and
because the public considers this issue through the UN process.

 Bottom-up action essential.




In the aftermath of Copenhagen, countries focused on domestic
action, in line with the new paradigm of green growth.
Cancún illustrates once again the importance of near-term
concrete action to ensure that the long-term targets supported
in the lengthy negotiations can actually be met.

 The Cancún agreements mark a step forward


The failure of the process would not have stopped the growth in
bottom-up action, but would have had significant implications
regarding the credibility of dealing seriously with this issue.

A key ingredient:
finance
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Finance: a key role in Cancún
 Confirms fast-start (USD 30bn, 2010-12) and long-term (USD
100bn annual by 2020) finance




Industrialized country parties must submit information on their contributions
to the fast start funding to the secretariat by May 2011, 2012 and 2013
But: no agreement on sources of long-term finance

 Enhanced reporting requirements in National Communications
and Biennial Reports; NAMA Registry, to facilitate matching of
finance, technology and capacity building support to these actions


But: no decision yet on modalities

 A Standing Committee on finance to assist the COP in its functions
wrt UNFCCC financial mechanisms




E.g., interactions between different finance channels; delivery, mobilization
and rationalization of financial resources, MRV of finance
But: no role in providing guidance to operating entities of financial
mechanisms and ensuring their accountability

 Phased approach to developing a REDD+ Mechanism, including
national MRV systems and fully MRV-ed results based actions


But: no decision yet on how to finance REDD+

 A “Green Climate Fund”



Broad governance structure agreed
But: many details need to be decided (“Transitional Committee”)
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The Green Climate Fund
 2 technical workshops and 4 meetings of the Transitional Committee between
Cancun and Durban
Objectives

To propose a design for the GCF for COP approval in Durban
To provide “a trusted avenue to deploy their climate funding to the best
effect.” (Christiana Figueres, UNFCCC Executive Secretary)
To achieve scale and transformative impact greater than existing vehicles

4 work
streams

Objectives, principles, scope, complementarity, country-led & resultsbased approaches
Governance – rules, procedures and responsibilities (including fiduciary)
Operational modalities – managing contributions and access
Monitoring and evaluation – performance, financial accountability,
safeguards

Issues

Delays in agreeing membership of TC has squeezed the time available to
prepare the proposal for the design of a GCF with the power and
capability to meet its – a formidable task.
Consensus decision making? Technical Support Unit membership –
Conflict of Interest in fund design?
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Why does Climate Finance matter?
 1% increase in GDP usually leads to 1% increase in GHG
emissions
 Additional finance is needed to help countries onto a lowemissions development pathway
 Global cumulative additional investment needs for mitigation
in the energy sector alone approx. $400bn p.a. by 2020, and
for adaptation approx. US$ 86 bn p.a. by 2016
 Climate finance must be spent in the most effective way
possible to come anywhere near achieving global aspirations
to limit GHG emissions.
(Figure sources: WB 2010, The challenge of low carbon development; IEA
World Energy Outlook 2010; UN Human Development Report 2008)
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What is climate finance?
 Preamble


No internationally agreed definition of what constitutes ‘climate
finance’

 Climate finance is all financial flows …










… from developed to developing countries…(North-South)
… from developing to developing countries…(South-South)
… including domestic climate finance flows in developed and
developing countries…
… covering climate-specific/relevant support for mitigation,
adaptation, capacity building, technological R&D, and potentially
furthering economic development…
… including public and private flows…
… including incremental cost and investment capital…
…?

 Broad definition which can be shaped based on the specific
context
 But: many data difficulties
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The dimensions of climate finance
Sources

Public
finance

Publicprivate

Private
finance

Intermediaries

Instruments

carbon
market
revenues

bilateral

climate and
investment
policies

tax
revenues

multilateral

offset
finance

offset
markets

…

global
capital
markets

grants

Recipients
adaptation /
mitigation
(or relevant
sectors)
specific uses
(e.g. sector
endpoint,
project type)

concession
al loans
capital

…
…
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Source: adapted from
Buchner et al, OECD/IEA, 2011

Capital investment

Private money

Offset money

Capital investment
and incremental costs

Intermediaries

Instruments
NE

Policy support

2

5

Domestic
public
budgets

• ETS auctions
• AAU sales

Carbon taxes*

Channel Uses

7

Bilateral
agencies

21

1

Risk management

2

Carbon offset
finance

23

10
NE

General tax
revenues

NE

NE

Bilateral banks

4
<1
11
NE

Offset markets
(Gov. & private)

2

Philanthropy

<1

NE

Multilateral
agencies
Multilateral
banks
Offset brokers
Carbon funds

15

13

17

Grants

Concessional
loans

Market rate
loans

Different disbursement channels

Carbon market
revenues*

ROUGH
ESTIMATES

90

Adaptation

Sources

Intermediated money

Mitigation

What are current flows?

Public money

44
NE

Global capital
markets
NE

Private
finance

55

1

Equity
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Notes: Figures are expressed in USD billion and on an annual basis. *Estimated carbon pricing revenues indicated are not necessarily wholly
hypothecated for climate finance. International bunker taxes are a potential revenue source, not yet in existence.
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Information on climate finance is fragmented
Countries

International
institutions

Intern.
Finance
Institutions

Non-profit Academics Private

Track
finance
sources –
public ($)

OECD,
Country
governments, UNFCCC,
UNDP, UNEP
EC

WRI, ODI (HBF),
AidData, SEI,
Ecosystem
Marketplace
Project Catalyst,
CDC, TCG, IGES

Commercial data
providers (e.g. Envt
Finance), McKinsey

Track
finance
sources –
private ($)

UNEP (Risø,
Sovereign
Wealth Funds SEFI), UNFCCC,

REN 21,
CDC, IGES

BNEF, Dealogic, DB, FT,
PointCarbon, Env.
Finance, GS,CRAs, CEA,
McKinsey, Foundations,
Pension Funds, Reuters

(Risø, SEFI),
Funds

OECD, IMF,
UNCTAD, CIA,
Funds, Eurostat

Track finance
effectiveness
(GT, $)
MRV of
finance
methodology

Sustainability
reports of IFIs

OECD, IEA

TNC, …

WRI, IIED,
AidData, SEI
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Key Climate Finance Issues
 Climate finance is flowing


…but not yet at sufficient scale

 Climate finance flows in many directions


Domestic and “South-South” flows must be considered alongside the
traditional “North-South” flows

 Climate finance from private sources is larger than from public
sources




Yet, linking policy to private flows is difficult since private flows are
difficult to measure, track and allocate
Need for better understanding of how public finance leverages
private finance.

 No integrated international system for storing & accessing
financial data



Wealth of knowledge within different organizations and institutions
Strong inconsistencies in labeling and definitions of what constitutes
climate finance throughout the chain

 The Carbon Market is only important element of the overall flows


But: more is needed
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The main gap – understanding what is effective
 While there is good knowledge on the sources of climate finance,
the international community has a very limited understanding of
the effectiveness of climate finance efforts
 This is due to gaps in





aggregated data on climate finance, with a particular lack at the
instrument, disbursement and use levels
an understanding of the intermediaries’ role
an understanding of the relationship between national (budget and
private) and international financial flows

The picture of climate finance thus remains very patchy and
the lack of comprehensive information on all climate finance
sources is an impediment to negotiation, analysis and
improvement of climate
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Bottom line
 Climate finance is a driver for the policy process.




The success of low-carbon development depends on how much and
what type of finance is going to be made available to support these
efforts – and how productively it will be used
The Cancun decisions contain several elements of a more
comprehensive MRV framework for climate finance and mitigation
actions – but success is slow

 International & bottom-up action needed.






Improved tracking of finance flows from source to final use to
enhance traceability and transparency, consistency,
comprehensiveness and overall quality of data
Identification of sources of long term finance
Understanding of how to unlock private finance
Investments and projects

 To substantially ramp up the scale of flows, there is a need to



Identify the most effective uses and instruments of climate finance
Learning from their experiences to build credibility of performance
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needed to justify expansion

What role for carbon markets?
 Price signal is needed to internalize CO2 costs - market
instruments are essential to transmit it



EU ETS is creating a ‘fact on the ground’
Importance of these instruments confirmed through interest in a
wide range of countries

 In addition, other targeted policy interventions may be
more appropriate to reduce emissions in certain areas





Price signal is not always effectively transmitted
(market barriers/failures)
Setting caps and monitoring emissions can be difficult and costly
Emissions trading alone unlikely to trigger sufficient R&D

 There are many ways to deliver tons of emission reductions
– the carbon market being one important tool


A transition to a low-carbon, climate-resilient economy can be
brought about in many ways, depending on countries’
circumstances and priorities

helping nations do more of what works
…and less of what doesn’t

Thank you!

